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President: Kerry Navin
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Vice President: Tessa Corkill

Tel/Fax: (02) 9652 1470

Secretary: Trish Saunders

TeVFax: (02) 6288 6273

Treasurer: Peter Kuskie

Tel/Fax: (02) 6260 4439; kuskie@macrae.com.au

NSW Delegate: Anne Bickford

Tel: (02) 9569 9672; Fax (02) 9550 0261

SA Delegate: Di Smith

Tel: (08) 8270 2329 (H); Fax: (OS) 8226 8999 0;
dismith@camtech.net.au

WA Delegate: Steve Corsini

Tel: (OS) 9293 7071; Fax (08) 9293 7072

Newsletter Editor: Vivienne Wood

TeVFax (08) 8271 8549/(0407) 667 440; vwood@camtech.net.au

Contributions:
Any contributions to the Newsletter are welcome
and should be submitted either on floppy disk or by email.
Forward to:
Vivienne Wood
21 Liston Street

PARKSI.DE SA 5063
Ph./fax: (08) 8271 8549/(0407) 667 440

You can also contact any other member of the Committee regarding
contributions to the Newsletter, or send them to:
The Newsletter Editor

Box 214 Holme Building
University of Sydney NSW 2006.

Please forward contributions for the next Newsletter by 30 November 1999.

Cover.
Map showing Aboriginal sites from H.J. Hillier's 1904 map of Aboriginal place-names in the Diamantina and
Eyre Creeks region of eastern Lake Eyre, as fixed in correct locations by Luise Hercus and Vlad Potemy.
From L.A. Hercus and V. Potezny 'Locating Aboriginal Sites: A Note on J.G. Reuther and the Hillier Map
of 1904'. Original drafting by Vlad Potemy as published in the 1996 Record9 ofthe South AustraIicm
Museum,24(2): 142-143.
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printer! !! V W
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LOGO LETHARGY
THE RESPONSE SO FAR
You may have blinked and missed it? But rummage through your last couple of newsletters and you will
iUl that the AACA executive &ked for i d a s for ir new 1080 Md theii put them to the test in dt ballot of
member's opinion. The voting form went out to around 116 potential voting members in June. As of mid
August, 30 votes or just 26% of the eligible voting membership have responded. So far, about half of the
votes have opted for change, and half prefer to retain the old.
What do you think? Have you voted? Do you care?

The case for change is as follows:

The exr'sting logo is difficult to reproduce or use as a reriuced-size member badge
The existing logo requires, as an integral element, the small font text: 'Australian Association of
Consulting Archaeologists Incorporated' in order to explain the meaning of the large font letters
'AACA'. This is because there is no intrinsic symbolism within the logo to relate it to archaeology, or
to make it particularly memorable in a visual way, The nwgssary inclusion of a smaller sub-text
amounts to a major constraint to its use and application. In order for the small text to be lesible, the
logo cannot be reduced to a small size, say one centimetre square or less. This small format is
required for use as a logo 'badge', which it is anticipated could be used by full members on business
cards and other material to indicate membership. Take a look in the yellow pages at how other
professionals and tradespeople advertise their membership to professional organisations and agreed
ethical codes with the we of small f a m t logos.
The small text is also very photocopier unfriendly and tends to blob and merge together with
teprocfuctioa atrd cspjiing Petbps in atr rrtteigt to avoid these pfobleis there have emerged at least
four versions of the existing logo,each using different fonts, or border margins, or white on black,
black on white variations. The vAations have become pedestrian in thdr style and iack the impact of
the original design.

The existing logo is too iext depenclent and lacks a clem symbolic reference to archaeology

i

The existing logo looks a little dated now due to its dependence on text and use of an acronym as its
main visual thesis. Put simply, it says 1970's. You may consider that in itself, this is not necessarily a
bad thing, but it begs the question what has the 70's to do with AACA? perhaps in the 70's more
than 24% of the membership would lift a pen to vote on a logo? But then again...'& existing logo
was designed by Mary Dallas and ratified only by the executive, not the membership.

-

Many modem corporations have now either replaced their text based logos or adopted new logos
which are visually symbolic ones (or been taken over by ones who have). Familiar examples are
Telstita, the Coinmenwealth Bmk, and the Natioml AiiswJia Bank. These Rave the advantage of
being visually distinctive, memorable and easily associated with the corporate entity. They are also
modern and present an image of a pmgrcssive and adaptivc orgadsation. Is A K A a modern,
progressive and adaptive organisation? Is the image we present to the public and our clients modem
and progressive?
The existing logo does not contain any graphic symbolism which either represents archaeology, or
could be said to be an obscure derivation of archaeology. This makes the logo easy to forge&hard to
associate with the organisation, or the profession, and an ineffdve badge for the association,

The letrm 'AACA' me no longer u n i q ~ eto our organisuiion and me Ihemfone not represent&
A quick search of the Internet came up with the following organisations with the same acronym:

\
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Australians Against Child Abuse
American Association of Clinical Anatomists
Academic Associations & Conference Announcements
Antique Automobile Club of America
Army Air Corps Association
Authentic Artefact Collectors Association
African American Cultural Association.

COMMENTS AND VIEWS
Many people who cast their vote were also moved to pass comments, here is an edited but representative
selection: To all those who haven't voted, do you want these views to be the final say?

-

whatever the logo, it should have one standardised version

I think the original logo is far superior to any of the proposed ones
Without wishing to offend anyone, they are all AWFUL. I assume they were put in to spur some
kneejerk action. Stick with the old logo unless somebody comes up with something remotely
decent.
Sorry, but all the proposed logos suggest excavation! Surely there is more to what we do as
consultant archaeologists!
I

*
* -

A logo, although identifiable, which focuses on excavation somehow misses AACA's focus (95%
of our time is survey and consulting with people)
They are all c o h s i n g and meaningless to the uninitiated

I would like to see the suggestions of a professional logo designer
I would suggest a logo which is more abstract than pictorial

0

-

Unfortunaiely there ,isn't a box ihat lets you vote against the current logo and against Options 1-7.
The things to avoid for corporate logos we: unstylised antluopomorphs (Option l); fiddly bits that
wont survive small reduction (Options 4 & 5); completely cryptic (2,3,6,7 are these sectioned pie
crusts?); 'unboundedness' - the lack of a clear 'box' to align other text; yes the current logo is dull,
but at least its legible at letterhead size (but not bisiness card size); serifs are out maxi, they are so
mid-late 20th century. What next - Gothic uncials? [Denis Gojak]

-

can the letiering be improved (suggest upper case AACA)

'*

I don't like any of the logos'as they stand - all are incomprehensibleto an outsider, except the first
pi@pQ&ble to iiiia
with the tr&$rd- but the ua fingm&& #e just too
altogether. I recommend that we use the hand-with-trowel (a good icon) but get rid of the 'aaca'
on the fingernails, and instead put a lower-case 'aaca' (as in the other options), horizontally
underneath the bottom of the drawing, at the right-hand corner.

-

With all respects to the proposers ofthe logos, No.] could be a bricklayers logo (took ages to see
that the fingernails were the acronym too). While interesting designs, the others were cohsing to
ii6t pi'ivy to th.
of -lo@,
ViUiei;Sl
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WJUT MAKES A GOOD AACA LOGO?
In my opinion, a good M C A logo should have the following:

Etttploy conceptual, and nrultiplc symbolisnt which is indepenrlent of t&
The most inclusive aiid representative logos are ones which employ conceptual symbolisrii which work
symbolically at many levels. As a consequence, effective logos tend to be more abstract than figurative, and
graphic rather than textual.

Pictorial or symbolic reference to the discipline andpractice of archaeology
This is actually a hard ask. Archaeology, the study of the past through material remains, is difficult to distil
into a syinbd which is unique or unequivocally related to the discipline. Our tools are poor symbols because
they have either been appropriated fiom other professions or are used by other disciplines, such as
bushwalking, prospecting, geology, surveying, gardening, snd building. Using simple symbols or icons of
material culture (such as stone and metal tools, Aboriginal and historic motifs) can be misleading and often
erroneously implies an ethnically derived organisation or creates unwanted analogies to technological

advmcwent.
Pictorial or symbolic refmence to both the indigenorrs and non-indigenous components of A~tstralian
archmology
The logo should either be culture neutral or include reference to both indigenous and non indigenous
cultures; It is important that the logo does not symbolically exclude Aboriginal archaeology, historical
archaeology and non-indigenous, and maritime archaeology.

Pictorial or syntbolic reference to the wide range of activities which mhaeologists do

A logo which refers only to one type of archaeological activity risks alienating members, reinforcing
stereotypes, and misrepresenting the organisation. This introduces a problem because consulting

wcbeologjj requires a multitude of skills (surtieji, excavation, liaison, site recording, materfa) consewation,
analysis, and sense of the absurd), but digging is our stereotype signature activity.

A &sign which will withstand considsrdle reduction and can be reproduced adiquatdy by black md
whitephotucupy
A logo should avoid complex or fine detail to the extent that it remains legible and recognisable when used
on a small scale. In some cases it could be appropriate to have a negative, bolder or simplified version for
small-scale work. The logo should be cheap to reproduce and easily reproduced using a photocopier.

\

A design which is too complex or detailed is difficult to recognise or visually process as a symbol. A logo
should be simple enough to be quickly fecognid, but Jso incerpotate a level of s-jwbolic cemplejiity and
sophistication.

Be unique to the Association and not be similar to otherprivRte or corporate logos
There are already several effective logos operating in the private, corporate and government spheres, these
include the hand, stencils and excavation squares (eg the NSW Heritage Office). The logo should be
different to existing ones and be distinctive and easily associated with the Association. This means that there
should be an element of easy recognition by the users of the logo. However I don't believe that this means
that the general public must be able to understand the logo without additional cues. How often would the
logo need to operate in isolation, exclusive of other clues such as a business card, title page or brochure? It
is more important that the logo is distinctive and becomes synonymous with the Association.

+

-
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Perhaps the most important requirement is that the logo works at an artistic and design level. In the end it
may not matter if the logo is symbolically obscure, provided that it is unique and readily associated with the
Association -(take for example the ABC or the Commonwealth Bank logos, neither have direct symbolic

refirence to their cs~omtionswhich is discernible to the la-ypersen)

PIE CRUSTS & SPOTS
The following is an explanation of the designs where these have been provided by the designers (their words
indicated by 'inverted commas'):
Options 2, 3, 6 & 7 'are all variations on one theme, a vertical sequence of sections or silhouettes of
artefacts. (The use and type of lettering is optional, subject to change, and not necessarily part of the
design). The artefacts are fiom top to bottom a glass bottle, a ship's hull, a boomerang, and in the case of

eptieil 2, a heaih. Iildiiiidiially, each artefact s-pbolises different aspects of the ciiltiiral assemblage

investigated by Australian archaeologists. Together, the layered arrangement of the artefacts represents the
accumulation of the archaeologicai record and an excavated pit profile. The concept of matdal analysis is
represented by the use of section views and their associated drawing conventions (dashed lines). The design
is intended to operate at both a figurative level and an abstract level. When reduced, the horizontal layered
8B
.oisl
is eiiiiiBsis..d,
One critic suggested this design looks like pie crusts and many commented that it is too obscure. I'm
actually quite taken by the concept of archaeological pie crusts but take the point that this design may be too
abstract for some people. Its worth noting though that many good logos can be interpreted in absurd ways
and it is often a positive measure of their abiity to encompass multiple meanings. The figurative derivation
of a logo need not be immediately obvious for it to operate as an effective corporate symbol'.
'Options 4 & 5 'are variations on a theme which employs dots and blobs to symbolise a wide range of
actidties and concepts. (The use and type of lettering is optional, subject to change, and not necessarily part
of the design). The three arcs of dots and blobs on the top left side of the logo can represent the plan view of
swface or excavated features such as fire pits, post holes from a shelter or an arrangement of stones. It also
utiliw the dimed
iiibtif
is
moii
weus Witli A,.b*.*d &lac& The
,se i'*u@y

\

referential to indigenous culture but not limited to material symbolism because their use is also evocative of
social, spiritual and cosmological meaning. The arcs are integrated into the rest of the design by sharing a
centre point. The square arrangement of hollow dots forms the other half of the design and are referential to
European, non-indigenous, and historical culture. Figuratively, they resemble bolts or rivets on astructural
iron or wooden fiame and represent the historic and built environment, The squared-off arrangement is
suggestive of the historic and European approach to landscape and occupation. The inclusion of the right
angle is indicative of measurement, survey and recording. As a whole, the design works symbolically both as
an analogy to landscape, (elements within a physical and cultural landscape), and at the same time, the
recording and analysis of material- culture (identifLing patterns in distribuiions, and inter and inrra
asso~iationsbetween elements)'.
This design is still dear and effective when heavily reduced but may benefit fiom a bolded and simplified
version for small scale use.
Option 8 is a design submitted by Linda Villiers. Linda's comments on some of the other options are
identified in the COMMENTS section above. The design 'has the following benefits:
l.

Immediately establishes that this is an Australian professional group. With all other logos
a=c6*yiii
$wd
Ariiefi:i;iCm,
Anrieiii. h.se

3.

The logo encompasses both historic a d prehistoric archaeology.

4.

It is clear, eye catching and unambiguous'.
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Options 9 & 10 were suggested and roughly drafted by Dennis Gojak, 'frustrated graphic designer'.
Dennis' comments on some other options are identified above.
Option 9 'features a stylised (+ stylish) plumb bob'
Option 10 symbolises 'from Bondi Point to broad arrow'

LAST CHANCE TO VOTE
The present voter response is small, and the results are difficult to extrapolate to the views of the miority of
members. 111 order for the poll io present an unequivocal and representative sample of members' views a
greater response is needed
If you have not voted, then vote now, and before the 1st of October 1999. Any hrther submissions of
alternative logo designs may not be presented for voting. If you have already voted but wish to change your
vote, thin clearly mark your new vote as a 'changed vote' and identify your old as well as new preference,
Please note that designs which did not receive a vote in the last voting round (2 & 3) have been omitted
from the present voting options. Also be aware that the designs presented are first drafts and intended to
present a general idea or motif. They are not set in stone and could be modifled and varied according to
prevailing opinion.
If less than 51% of the membership have voted tsji the 1st of October, then the national &eciitive
have decided that they will make the ultimate decision.

1-

Australian Assodaliyof
Consulting Archawlogtsts
lncorwraled

committee
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AACA WEB SITE
http://www.archaeoIogy.usyd.edu.au/AACAI/

Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists

Contents
Introduction
Code of Ethics
Publications
Guide to the Register
0 Register of Consultants
0 List of Afiiliate Members
0 List of Associate Members
0 Infohation for Archaeolo~ical
Assistants
0 Enquiry Form
0 Occasional Talks 1998 - NSW

0
0
0
0

State Chapters:
lWAl [SAL mSW (inc A m 1

Universitvof Svdna.Maintained on behalf of AACAI
- - .
-by- th_eArchaeoloeical Comvutine Laboratorv.

:

.T-r

ADVERTISEMENTS IN AACA NEWSLETTER
AACA newsletter will accept paid advertisements fiom related specialists and
relevant organisations at the following rates: full page $250.00, half page $150.00,
less than half page $50.00 minimum.50% discount for members.

l
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NSW State Chapter Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of the New South Wales State
Chapter of the Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists Inc.
The meeting will be held on Monday 27 September 1999 at 7.30pm (after the Occasional
Meeting) at The Benledi Meeting Room (part of Glebe Library Complex), Glebe P ~ i n t
Road, Glebe NSW.

All members are encouraged to attend.

Age-nda for the Atlirriial General Meeting of the NSW Spate Chapter of AACA
f nc.
Monday 27 September 1997,7.3Qpm.
Benledi Room, Glebe Library Complex, Glebe.
1. Ptsseiit / Apologies
2. Minutes of the previous AGM
3. Business arising fiom the -Minutes
4, Chairperson's report
5. Treasurer's report
6. State Delegate's report
7. Secretary's report
8.
business

, The following nominations for positions on the Executive Committee
were received by Monday 6th September:
Position
Chairperson
Vice=chairperson
Secretary
Treasurer
State Delegate
Alternative Delegate
Comdttee Member

Helen Brayshaw
Returning Officer

Member Nomiiiated
Nomiaatoi'
Elizabeth White
H Brayshaw
Jo McDonafd
H Brayshaw
Cheryl Stanborough
T Corkill
Michael Therin
T Corkill
Aniie Blclcferd
H Brayshaw
A Bickford
Helm Brayshaw
Nennga Lisankite-Hojrup T Corkill

Second&

J McDonald
E White
3 Edgar
d Edgar
E White
J McDonald
J Edgar
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BY TFC
Visibility
Recent talks between A K A and
NSW NPWS focussed on the latter's
current review of their draft "Guidelines
for Archaeological Survey Reporting",
for which AACA members' comments
and suggestions have been -urgently
requested (contact Helen Brayshaw on
or
for
further
02-9819-7962
information). As many of you know,
much has been written about site
detectabilitylvisibility calculations and
their inherent dangers. However, my
keen-eyed friend John spotted the
f o * l o ~ f i gp*ifien cornmefit in &e

'

SMH -(1418/99), made by no less a
personage than the trendy French
philosopher Jacques Derrida during a
recent visit to Sydney: "What makes [it]
visible, its visibility, is not visible. The
visibility of the visible is not visible" (I
suppose he had to repeat himself to
double the obscurity). Anyway, I hope
that is of help to those of you at present
composing your input to the debate;
Travellers
-Hard to keep up with all the R &
R lately, not to menti'on travel for
professional reasons. I don't know
anything about what goes on in other
states (apart fi-om the odd email or two)
but in NSW 1 notice that Laila Haglund
is not around - I think she's somewhere
in Scandinavia, on the pretext of having
holiday but probably researching another
Fiiilarid h.
iiientioried.
Helen Brayshaw is recently back from a
very interesting non-professional trip to
Russia, and Robyn Stocks from the
Middle East (in c o ~ e c t i o nwith her
pastgrad research on a collection of
stone axes). Jo McDonald has been in
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Central Australia on Native Title
business (and gave a very interesting
talk, in the NSW Chapter series, on the
use of archaeology fbr such claims,
pa*iculaily in C6mectio* d t h f*ck a*

-

and stylistic markers no reference to
the particular claim she's involved in of
course, as it is still in progress). Peter
Kuskie has been spending a lot of time
in the Hunter Valley, where tumour has
it they have identified a new Pleistocene
site (rumour aiso has it that there is
some difficulty persuading some people
that this is actually so, even though the
project
geornorphologist
seems
convinced). I haven't been anywhere,
too busy trying to finish my thesis, but
my feet are getting very twitchy.
Domestication
I read s~mewherethat writing a
thesis often causes people to go slightly
mad and take up house cleaning in a big
way, I have tried to resist this urge, but
do find myself obsessively tidying my
desk and even putting newspapers in
neat piles for the re~yclers.However, I
am unable to prevent myself from
making jam and .marmalade at
particularly stressll times. To persuade
myself the activity has some connection
with archaeology, I try to use indigenous
h i t s when available. We have about
half a dozen lii11-p~lIispecies in the
garden and this year I was able to
harvest enough to make some jelly,
albeit with the addition with non-native
apple. An interesting flavour, slightly
resinous, nice with roast- lamb or
chicken (yes, I still do old-fashioned
cooking from time to time). Any M e r
recipes w u l d be welcome. Interestingly,
the most expensive jam I have ever
bought was in Bourke, quandong it was,
and $15 a jar!

-

.
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Flashback
In response to an item in the June
edition of Breccia, James Knight
composed an article titled "Thoughts on
Torch Stone or Too Close to the
Olympics for Safety". I hope it is going
to be published elsewhere in the current
Newsletter, as I, and others, think it is a
very uscful insight into the differing
episteinologies of archaeologists, stone
knappers
and
geologists
when
attempting to categorise rock types.
(177i.v article domn't uppeur in //?isi.sslrc.
of the nervslctter htrt if is /topcd that
ou/cotrml frotrr Aborigir~ul con~tnrmity
consulfalion will allow %firi f io he
printed in the December issue - .l..)

YEAR 2000 AACA NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The current NEC two year term
expires at the end of 19999. None of
the present committee will be
standing for re-election. Please

siipp0r.t yo-mAssociation by offering
yourself as a candidate for one of the
following positions. President,
Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,
Membership Secretary and
Newsletter Editor, Successful
candidates will receive a 50%
reduction in their annual A A ~ A
riierribeiship fees foi;the &iatioii of
their term in office. A formal request
for nominations will be posted to
members prior to the AGM, due to
be held in November, but please
begin thinking about nominating
now.
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heads back
to lake shores
AFTER a 100-year
absence, corroboree
celebrations will return to the shores of
Lake Alexandrina next
month.
The Ngarrindjeri tribe
held its last corroboree

in1899.

'

~ b o r i g i n a -l people
travelled from the Dar- ling and Murrumbidgee
rivers to trade dances, '
stories. foods and goods

oree would make 'up for
the past 10.0 years.
"For a . l k g time, we
weren't allowed to practise our culture, our
dances, and language
and :songs," .said Mr
Sumner, a Ngarrindjeri
member.and Aboriginal
. ...
.
dycer.
..,~.!'&j, t&' to get :
it going again so we can
ajl s h s e @I it, Aboriginal
and %.non-Aboriginal
'

'
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NEWS FROM NPWS NSW
Dear colleagues and clients
We thank you all for your patience and understanding as we have struggled to
meet our usual workload under current resource constraints. Due to these
constraints and the ever growing demands on this unit, we have had to limit
client access to the Aboriginal Sites Register to Mondays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
This means that on Wednesdays and Fridays the register will be closed to
visitors/researchers. On those days, Register staff will be unavailable to
assist in client enquires. You will still be able to leave a voice message
on the Aboriginal Sites Registrar, Paul Houston's phone (02)9585 6471 but
your call will not be returned until the next working day.
This doesn't mean that we will be idle on these days, rather on Wednesdays
and Fridays when Paul is alone in the unit, he will be progressing existing
searches, entering and managing data etc.
We know that you are all busy and operating under tight deadlines on your
various projects and we are hoping that this change will result in the most
efficient level of service that can be provided with the current resources
that we have available. We apologise for any inconvenience that this
restriction may cause and we will review procedures immediately if, and as
resources become available.
Meanwhile, we are appealing for your support through:
* Provision of as much lead time as possible in search requests
* Provision of all search requests in writing and on the standard
forms (as is the usual, although not always followed rule!). Faxes are
acceptable. (02) 9585 6325
*Advice to your clients regarding the need to extend lead time in the
background planning of fieldwork and planning studies to allow for the
-_ _ -__ _ m v i s i o f i f Aboriginal Sites-data
* Patience in the increased number of cases where we will be unable to
meet the Service's Guarantee of Service regarding turn around times in the
provision of this data.
* Clients doing as much of the follow up research and photocopying
themselves as possible.

In cases of genuine emergency on Wednesdays and Fridays please call me
directly on (02) 9585 6465.

Susan Mclntyre
Manager, Cultural Heritage Services Division
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AACA INC. NSW CHAPTER OCCASIONAL TALKS
Location: Benledi Room, Glebe Library, cnr Glebe Rd and Wigram Rd, Glebe.

Parking entrance off Wigram Rd.
Time: 6pm to 8pm. There will be a $5 charge (students free) to help cover cost of
drinks, food and room hire.
September 27.

PROGRAM FOR 1999
Denise Donlon - Prince of Wales Research - an update.
Siobhan Lavelle = Catch 22.

October 25.

Andrew Wilson - GPS and GIS in Archaeologj - a practical
approach.

Please note that these are informal talks lasting about half an hour each with lots of
time for questions. While rigorous in content and argument they are not academic
conference papers. Changeslupdates are available on:

If you are interested in contributing to this series, please contact me by phone or
email.
Further info. ring John Edgar 02 9652 1.470,jedgar@bigpond.com. Or write to
Occasional Meetings, AACA Inc., Box 2 14 Holme Building, University of Sydney,
2006.
i

'This dangerous viper, known for its peculiar
habit of tenaciously hanging from one's nose,
is vividly colored.' Oo! Murray! Look! .. Here's
a picture of it!"
"

.

I
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GISIGPS For Archaeologists
Ari intensive workshop at the
Archaeological Computing Laboratory
University of Sydney
Since 1996 we have held annual intensive workshops on GIS/GPS for Archaeologists. We will be holding
our next two week intensive workshop in February 2000 (weeks can be taken separateiy). The workshop is
aimed at introducing a wide range of GIS and GPS techniques for landscape, site and artefact mapping, and
getting participants up to speed on effective use of Desktop Mapping and GPS.
Past workshops have been very well received. Each year we improve our equipment, teaching materials and
technique, allowing us to provide participants with new skills and an up-to-date overview of the equipment,
applications and approaches available to maximise on the spatial components oftheir data.
Participants are encouraged to bring along their specific problems or datasets for analysis.

GIS/GPS for Archaeologists
Week 1: Desktop Mapping and GB:7 - 11 February 2000
An introduction to desktop mapping - simple but functional GIS packages designed for real people rather
than GIS professionals. The course will focus on Maplnfo, one of the most popular, and in many ways the
easiest, of these softwwe packages. IvQpIlifs is a vector based GIS, available etl PCs md Macs, that a l l o ~ s
us to store and display spatial data, to link conventional databases with maps, and to analyse and query the
data.
We will also look at other GIS software packages, including GeoMedia, Maptitude, MFWorks, Idrisi, Grass,
ERMapper, Vertical Mapper and especially ArcVtew. ArsView is similar to MapInfo in many ways, but has
added extensions for grid-cell and 3D capabilities, and is equally widely used. We will also look at the issues
involved in publishing map data on CD or on the WWW and the creation of map animations from spatial
data.
\

Week 2: Data Collection (including GPS): 14 - 18 February 2000
An introduction to various ways of getting map data into a GIS, focussing on the specific needs of the
participants within the group structure. We will cover free and low cost data sources, creating maps h m
existing databases in MC11 text, Excel, Access and other DBMS, and scanning and digitising fiom current
and historic maps (including te~hniquesfor rectifjing historic maps and aerial photographs to fit modem
coordinate systems).
We will also collect and download Global Positioning Systems (OPS) data (suitable for extensive mapping
e.g. site survei) and digit4 surveying equipment (suitable for intensive mapping e.g. excavations') and learn
about the limitations and precautions required in using this equipment and the types of equipment available.
We will be generating and analysing our own data.

Having explored the capture and analysis of data, we will complete the course by looking at ways to get the
data out, both through printed maps, insertion of maps within documents, creation of W W W pages and
publication of raw data (using ArcExplorer and CD-ROM).
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Basic Computing Skills: 3 - 4 February 2000
This is a short two-day course for those who are not confident with basic computer use, designed to get
participants up to speed with simple computer skills. Otherwise it will be assumed that all participants
understand generic software menu commands (Open, Save, cut-and-paste etc.), as well as directories,
folders, file names, the desktop, the mouse, etc. This will only go ahead if there is sufficient demand.

This is a lot to get through in two weeks, and participants are asked to expect a pretty intense and intensive
learning experience. Yeii will l w n skills which will allow you to analyse and present data for business
clients or academic audiences, as well as having an understanding of other tools that are available for more
specialised applications. Any participants who have thck own data sets they wkh to work on arc wcicomc to
bring them along.
Participant numbers are limited to ensure everyone has access to a Windows workstation in our lab for the
duration of the workshop. Although we use Wmdows, the skills taught will be equally applicable to Mac
users. The precise content of each workshop will be adjusted according to the skills and interests of the
group. Participants will also be able to use all the facilities of the lab during the workshops, including large
format A1 digitiser and A0 photo-quality plotter, scanning and video capture, and a wide range of GIS and
other software.
The cost of each workshop is as follows
Basic Computing Siciiis:
$200 for all participants

GIWGPS for Arciiae6Iogists (2 w&ks)
Ifpaid by 24 December, 1999 (25% diwunt); $1500 (students $600)
1f p i d &er 24 December, 1999; $2000 (students $800)
GISIGPS for Archaeologists (single week)
If paid by 24 December, 1999 (25% discount); $1000 (students $400)
1fpaid'afler 24 December, 1999;$1333 (students $533)

Please return the form below by fax or mail as soon as ~ossibieto ensure a place. We can accept purchase
Orders andlor issue pro-forma invoices X required.
\

Neg6gstj&le
disauiit f6f

lti6fe

fi.siii oiie pP6jed

6i; depmiiieiit,

is iiomJly

available only to 111 time students, but we will assess applications on a case-by-case basis h r n part-time
students who are not substantially employed in archaeological, GIS or computer-related work.
Rehnds in case of cancellation before 23 January 2000 will incur administrative expenses of 350. After ihis
rehnds will be limited to 50%. If cancellation is unavoidable, e.g. accident, we will give reasonable
consideration to a fill refind less expenses.
For hrther information contact:
Andrew Wilson or fan Johnson
tel:
0293513142

faxt

02 935 l Q392

mail:

ArchaeoIoQical Computing Laboratory
School of Archaeology A14
University of Sydney NSW 2006
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GISfGPS For Archaeologists 2000

Name:
Address:

Email:
Fax:

Tel:

I wish to attend:

GIS/GPS for Archaeologists

Week 1 only

Week 2 only

Basic Computing

'.Pleasefind enclosed:
Cheque for $

..

made out to Universw of S*

Purchase order
Please charge the sum of $
Mastercard

to: Bankcard

In the name o f

Return to:

Archaeological Computing Laboratory
School of Archa&dogy A14
University of Sydney NSW 2006

Fax:

Email:

Q2 9351 Q392

Visa
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40th Annual Conference of the Western History Association
October 11-14,2000, in San Antonio, Texas
Adam's Mark San Antonio Riverwalk Hotel
Call for Papers

OLD WORLDS, NEW WORLDS:
The Millennia1 West
The Program Committee for the 2001)meeting of the Western History Association invites proposals for
panels and papers for the WHA's 40th annual conference, The 2000 meeting in San Antonio will highlight
three themes: concepts of borderlands and West-ness; the millennia1West in 1000,2000, and 3000 AD; and
public perceptions of the American West.
The year 2000 evokes many reactions. It,specifica!ly connotates reflections on Old worlds. iVe will
observe the bicentennial of the signing of the Treaty of San Ildefonso, which forever altered the nature of
diplomacy and geo-political structures in the American West; the sesquicentennial of the Compromise of
1850, and its impact on all
Westerners; and the centennial of the Oalveston hurricane, the worst storm in American history. These
events are just a few of the significant moments that have influenced the history of the American West and
deserve scholarly scrutiny. The year 2000 also gives us an occasion to ponder New Worlds, the f i r e West.
It is important to engage some of the problems that face the region in the future, as we look for guidance in
the paw. For imtmce, hew -will Wewemers deal -with natural resource limitatisi? A restless political
economy? Shifting borderlands? Or the changing ethnic and racial diversity of the region? Finally,
celebrating the d i i d u m by looking into the past and the kture causes a sharpening of observations about.
the present West. How the historic West is presently perceived and how the public derives meaning fiom the
West, such as through viewing epic structures l i e the Alamo or visiting national parks like Texas' Big Bend
or
nceiit
em fibs, we iiiipomt diiiie..sibiis to

\

The Program Committee invites traditional history presentations as well as those that make use of other
disciplines, such as music, art, theatre and film, ethnology, and archaeology, in explaining the Western past.
We encourage loud and regional history panels about our host city and state, as well as panels discussing the
history of surveying borders and pursuing northern Mexican and western Canadian history. We welcome
presentations that embrace the worlds of North America's myriad of peoples, And we invite sessions on
teaching Western history.
The 2000 WHA Program Committee issues an invitation to scholars, teachers, students, and the public to
gather in San Antonio to enjoy the vibrancy of Western history. Submissions are encouraged for roundtable
discussions, entire sessions, and individual papers. Each paper proposal should include a one-page abstract.
There should also be a one-page CV., with an address, phone, and e-mail for each participant. If submitting
an entire session, include an abstract ihat outlines the purpose of the session. One panellist must be
designated as the contact person. The Program Committee assumes all listed individuals in a session
proposal agree to participate,
Co-chairs for the 2000 WHA Program Committee are Maria Montoya, University of Michigan; John
Wunder, University of Nebraska, and William Gwaltney, U.S. National Park Service. All submissions should
be sent by August 3 1, 1999, to Prof. MaAa Montoja, CO-chalr, 2000 WHA Program C s d t t e e ,
Department of History, 1029 Tisch Hall, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1003. Phone:
734-647-4617; FAX: 734-647-488 1;e-mad: mmontop@umkh.edu
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HISTORIC HOUSES TRUST OF NEW SOUTH WALES

ALL0 WAN - I remain
In Search of Sydney's Cultural Heritage
This seminar will address important issues relating to Sydney's Aboriginal cultural
heritage:

- Who are the Sydney language groups? And how are they to be acknowledged?
- What are the proper cultural protocols and liaison procedures?
- How are areas of cultural heritage (archaeological sites, rock engravings etc)
recognised and protected?
- What is the role of traditional owners in cultural heritage management today?
This seminar will mark the opening of the new Cadigal Place gallery, dedicated to the
original Aboriginal peoples of the Sydney region, at the Museum of Sydney, and will
provide a unique opportunity to explore these challenging questions.
We invite you to be involved in this timely and significant discussion and participate
in a lively debate and the sharing of ideas on the day.
Speakers include:

a

Colin Gale traces his ancestry back to the site of the original "Blacktowq" and the
Colebee land grant. His family has lived in the Plumpton area since 1815 and was
prominent in the area up to the late 1950s. Colin is a Sydney Darug Elder and has
been Chairman of Darug Link (DTAC) since 1991. He is a panel member for the
NSW Indigenous Year 2000 Reconciliation Event, and a speaker for ANT& and
Reconciliation groups.
Evelyn Crawford is a member of the Barkandji tribe from the far west of NSW. She
is Manager of the Aboriginal Heritage Division of the National Parks & Wildlife
Service and is based in Dubbo. MS Crawford has considerable experience in cultural
heritage management and has developed an extensive Aboriginal network throughout
NSW, and chairs the Heritage Council's Aboriginal Heritage Committee. She was
appointed to the Heritage Council in 1996.
Glenda Chalker is the Chairperson of the Tharawal Local Aboriginal Land Council
and was the representative in a recent successful Native Title claim for the Sydney
Dharawal region. This was the first claim in NSW to pass the registration test under
the new Native Title Act.
Dr Jim Kohen is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Biological Sciences at
Macquarie University, where he teaches courses in Aboriginal Environmental Impacts
and Aboriginal Bioresources. He also teaches a course on Aboriginal Prehistory at the
Institute of Aboriginal Studies and Research.
2pm - 4.30pm Friday 8 October
AGL Theatre, Museum of Sydney on the site of First Government House
Cnr Phillip & Bridge Streets, Sydney
General $20 .Conc/Members $15
Bookings telephone (02) 9518 6866
All seminar enauiries to Fabienne Burkolter (02) 9251 5988
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University of Sydney

Prehistoric and Historical Archaeology Seminars
Semester 2, 1999 Fridays, 3 p.m.
McRae Room, Main Quad, upstairs behind the Jacaranda tree.
30 July John Clegg (Sydney): Theory and common sense in rock art studies.
6 August John Beaton (California, Davis): The history of human population size in

Austraiia, estimated from archaeological evidence.
13 August George Susino (Sydney): The potential use of microdebitage in the
archaeology of rock art.
Michael Bennett (Canberra): Reconstructing nineteenth century economies of the
lllawarra and Shoalhaven. (Work in progress)

20 August Peter Rowley-Conwy (Durham): New perspectives on the Mesolithic-Neolithic
transition in North-west Europe
27 August Diana Neuweger: Land snails from Norfolk Island
Sam Bolton: Glass artefacts from Central Australia
3 September Rod Mountford: Farmhouses and homesteads in the Cumberland Plain,
1788 1828
Mary-Jean Sutton: Looking for meaning; examining the built environment of
Aboriginal institutions in Queensland.

-

10 September Penny Crook: 'Unfit for human habitation': houses, house contents and
urban decay in the Rocks.
Peter Woodley: A reappraisal of the Early Minoan at Knossos.

17 September Martin Kemp: Time and space on the Parramatta: an investigation of
change in river use.
Melita Benson: Gold rush towns of New South Wales, 1851 - 1890.
I

24 September Naguib Kanawati (Macquarie): Recent excavations at Saqqara: progress
and outcomes.
8 October Huw Barton (Sydney): The other 95% of the rocks.

15 October Sharma Saitowitz (UCTISydney): Drawing a glass bead on Indian Ocean trade

22 October Peter White (Sydney): Animal distributions in Pacific islands.
29 October Naomi Schmidt: tba. (Research design)
Martin King: Death in a dwelling-scape; the Neolithic in southern Britain
(Research design)
Contact: Peter White. 9351.21581 peter.white@antiquity.usyd.edu.au
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Australian Archaeological Association Annual Conference
Registration information and a list of proposed sessions for the 1999 Australian
Archaeological Association Annual confcrcncc is now availablc on thc all new Centre for
Archaeology website:

These pages also include downloadable registration and accommodation and meals
booking forms, along with all the latest information on the venue as well as the
Conference Masterfile number to quote to Ansett airlines to receive the special
confcr~nccratc on domcstic airfarcs.
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FROM THE SIEVE

with Robyn Williams
on Sunday 13/06/99

Bulletproofing science against
extremists
Summary:

Some suggestions how to prevent misrepresentation of scientific work
by certain interest groups.
Transcript:

Robyn Williams: Are you familiar with the term 'peer review'?
Sounds like the reform of the House of Lords, doesn't it? In fact it is a
procedure of vetting a scientist's findings before publication to make
sure there hasn't been a gremlin. Quality control, if you like.

Well peer review is a tried and true method and especially necessary if
the intended publication is controversial. If, say, it suggests that a
population of Greater Spotted Greeb may be wiped out if a
multimillion dollar development goes ahead, then you've got a big
political and financial consideration to worry about.
That's Helene Marsh's theme today. She's Professor of Environmental
Science at James Cook University in Townsville, North Queensland,
and she has some personal experience of all this to guide us.
Helene Marsh: It was a quiet Sunday morning. I decided to check the
email that had accumulated during my recent fieldwork in remote Cape
York, a region mercifully beyond the range of mobile phones, making
Internet connection difficult for non-residents. Idly scrolling through
my emails, most of which seemed to contain trivia that were already
irrelevant, I came across a missive fiom the Director-General of
ITJCN, the World Conservation Union in Geneva, Switzerland. I
assumed his email contained uncontroversial information relevant to
my responsibilities as Chair of one of the WCN Specialist Groups. I
was wrong.

The Director-General's office was querying a letter which thev had

.I
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&d I had 'engaged in-dugong population and
also accused of
emergmcy to milk the public purse.'
of letters, media and
a self-proclaimed 'wise
my colleagues.

'wiifU1ly engineering an
This was the start of

use group'

oonservation matters, and sometimw
them.Pressure groups often draw
and frequently quote the
When recounting my
institutions, I was
misrepresented.

Controversy is no
misrepresents the
conclusions that
findings of

claimed this selective use of science in
prominent when large mammals
I am an ecologist whose group's
the dugong, initiated a
environmental

A recent article in New
the context of
are involved. I
25-year study
battle

control process.
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'The status of the dugong in Queensland has been a hot issue for
.severalyears: By 1996, the Commonwealth Government was under
considerable public pressur :over the issue. Subsequently, the
Commonwealth and Queen ;land Governments decided to establish a
series of 'dugong protectiol areas' in which gdl-netting by commercial
fishers is limited or elimina~=d. This action was very controversial as it
closed 38 fishing operation with consequentialjob losses. In these
circumstances, the people rho lose their jobs are typically middleaged, have little formal edu d o n and live in rural areas where
unemployment is very high No wonder they get angry and upset.

i

The social impacts of the p licy responses by governments to scientific
findings such as ours mean that scientific controversies are no longer
limited to footnote wars an other esoteric exchanges in professional
journals. Scientific controv rsy now features in the electronic and print
media and on the Internet. cientists who provide the information that
prompts controversial res nses by governments should not be
surprised when the public ( ough the media) takes an interest in their
findings.

I

But mud sticks, and a d
that scientists need t o
such attacks on their

reputation is hard to repair. I believe
about minimising the impact of
With the wisdom of

I
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the impact of this exposure on their professional reputations.
It is important for scientists to be clear about their role, especially
when an issue is controversial. I believe that the role of the scientist is
to provide information collected using scientific methods, and to
interpret that information so that it is accessible to decision-makers.
Some scientists choose to extend this role to become advocates for a
particular policy position. The line between the analyst and the
advocate is a fine one. However, scientists who transgress this
boundary should be aware of the attendant risks to their reputations as
scientists, and of the increased probability that they will be excluded
from advising those at the tables where decisions are made. My advice
is aimed at the scientist as informant rather than advocate.
Many government agencies require the reports they commission to be
peer-reviewed to ensure that they receive a quality product. In
response to strident demands for information, a report by some of my
i
colleagues outlining boundaries for the proposed dugong sanctuaries
was released without peer review. The fishing industry 'repeatedly
pilloried the,authors of the report for this omission, even though the
scientists did not make the decision to release the report without peer
I
review.-Toprotect their reputations, I suggest that scientists should .-'
insist, as a contractual obligation,-that their material should not be . .. :. ;.
.. . . ,. ... i . ....
released prior to peer r&iew.' . .ivy
. -. L-:': :,
-. .... i~.~: :.> '.;'i'!
. . . ,.
..- .. .. .,. . ..
.<,.c :.. , .:!'. - . . ,..
:
In an environmental controversy, pressure.groups are likely to hire .. - - their own scientists to review an influential report or paper. A scientist .:.r
whose work is likely to be controversia1.cannot afford to damage her
credibility by mixing valid points with ambiguous evidence. Equivocal : .
-it..
material not central to the argument should be omitted from a .
potentially controversial report as it may distract attention fiom the ... ..
..
'main evidence. - .: .
:. :
. .
. .
.. . , .
.
' i
I made this mistake in our original report to the Great Barrier Reef
- i
Marine Park Authority documenting the decline of the dugong in the
Great Barrier Reef region. This report was peer reviewed before .
release and our conclusion that dugong numbers have declined in the
region has not been disputed. But we introduced unnecessary .
complications into the debate by stating that the rate of the decline
along the more than 1300 kilometres of coastline between Cooktown
and Hervey Bay, entitled the dugong to be considered as 'critically . ..
endangered' in that region. Some members of the conservation lobby
I
took this finding out of context, claiming that the dugong was
'critically endangered' at a'global scale, which is incorrect. The
!
resultant controversy c o h s e d the debate and deflected attention fiom
the salient issue: the decline in dugong numbers in a huge proportion
of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area. This decline represents.
a threat to the World Heritage values of the area. This is because the *C
importance of the Great Barrier Reecregion to dugongs was explicitly .is .
used as part of the justification
for% inscription on the World
.-.
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Heritage List in 198 1.
Environmental managers incr
their data to provide expert
explicitly separated from op
It is surprisingly easy to pro
making statements insensiti
example, one of the report
proposed 'dugong protecti
relevant coastline to gdl-n
this form of commercial fishin
areas were those most val
this statistic unnecess
a draft report for review
backgrounds. One must
scientists to critique the
check both the argume
I consider that the role of a
to provide and interpret
based on that information. St
Flinders University, describe
being a cross between those
restaurant you are presented
the waiter informs your choi
environmental decision-mak
to reveal the management o
provider can narrow the m
achieving those objectives.
information provider is likely t
This is rather like a vegetarian
menu and then announcing that
because he doesn't eat meat.

The distinction between
reinforced if a scientist
decision-maker, each
making a doctrinaire
suggest options
response to
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sk scientists to extrapolate from
doingithis, data must be
om the scientist's own values.
me response unwittingly, by
agonists in a debate. For
ier stated that the
ose only one-third of the
other two-thirds open to
rtunately, the proposed closure
ell as dugongs, making
h1 strategy is to produce
fiom a range of
ups will hire their own
sed, and it is as well to
in natural resource management is
rather than to make decisions
Professor of Marine Biology at
of an environmental scientist as
d a waiter. When you go to a
, a list of costed options, and
rant customer is like the
for the decision-maker
so that the information.
s to those relevant to
does not do this, the
riate policy options.
g a waiter to explain the whole
of the dishes are unsuitable

and decision-maker is
options to the
benefits, instead of
are reluctant to

personal values.

It is particularly valuable if
contracting the research
start of a study. If
strategy should

and the decision-makers
media strategy at the
the media
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course). The right of scientists to publish and comment on their work
in the media are other matters that can usefdly be covered in a
research contract.
Scientists negotiating terms and conditions for conducting reviews of
conflicting scientific studies should also aim to retain the right to
publish and make media comment on their reports, especially if they
have had limited input into the terms of reference of the review.
Russell Reichelt, Director of the Australian Institute of Marine Science, was criticised by conservationists when his review of the
science associated with the controversial Port Hinchinbrook
development was limited to local-scale impacts as required by the
terms of reference for the review. The fact that he did not develop
these terms of reference was irrelevant to his critics.
Many scientists are uncomfortable when dealing with the media.
However, reputable media training courses are enlightening and
helpful. Scientists can't hide away and pretend that the public will
understand their work, or that others will successfblly, 'and fairly,
present their studies. It is time that scientists rose to the challenge of
visibly accounting for their research in a manner accessible to the lay
public.
Application of these suggestions should reduce the likelihood of public
attacks on a potentially influential scientific report or paper. But
remember, I found the cost of a letter from a defamation lawyer to the
'wise-use group' an excellent investment. And some days, a career in a
more esoteric discipline like taxonomy, looks increasingly attractive.

Robyn Williams: No more tricky environmental politics. Taxonomy is
just the naming of parts, if you're lucky. Helene Marsh is Professor of
Environmental Sciences at James Cook University in Northern
Queensland.
i

,

Next week, Ockham's Razor comes fiom Canberra, where Dr Clive
Hamilton has been musing on the differences between wealth and
happiness, for the nation. I'm Robyn Wiiams.
Guests on this program:

Professor Helene Marsh
School of Tropical Environment Studies . a d
Geography,
James Cook University
Townsville, Queensland 48 11
Ph: 07 - 4781 4325

Fax: 07 - 4781 5581

.
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Visit Egypt
The Archaeological Institute of America at San Diego presents the answer to your
lifelong dream: the most exciting tour of Egypt you can imagine. Exciting, because
while you visit the wonders of this ancient land, you will actually read and understand
many of those little pictures that cover the temples, tombs, and monuments. You will see
-- and now, you will understand. Here's how...
Exclusive to this tour is the new book HEROGLYPHS for TRAWLERS, a brief field
guide that actually teaches you to translate into English the names of the pharaohs, their
queens, their nobles, their gods, and their adventures...in minutes! Although the study if
the ancient writing may be the work of a lifetime, you will learn enough here to
understand the magical formulas and curses that few travelers can read or even
recognize. Now you can! Written by Egyptologists, the book is provided fiee to our
group, compliments of the authors, for you to test on site in Egypt.
You will visit the famous Egyptian Museum in Cairo where you will read the names of
kings and translate glyphs on Tutankhamon's alabaster cup. At Giza you will read the
curse in the tomb of the nobleman Idu, and then -- enter- if you dare. At Karnak you will
now understand the glyphs on Hatshepsut's 100 foot tall obelisk while others only stand
and wonder. At the temple at Abydos you will read names in the cartouches on the
famous King List.
Hieroglyphs for Travelers is also an exciting guide to the temples, tombs, and monuments
that directs you to their enchanting secrets, site by site, and reveals ancient mysteries that
even the Egyptian guides do not know.
It's INSIDERS EGYPT, February 5-19,2000. Examine the itinerary of your tour.. You
will find it on our Web site at: http://www.theglyph.com Click on Enter, then on Insiders
Egypt. Complete the form at the end for further information. But hurry, our tour group is
filling fast and participation is limited.
.

\

.

If you are unable to reach the Web site, respond to this E-mail with your name, address
and phone number and any questions. You will receive the complete itinerary by S-mail.

Ron Fellows, CM, Editor, The GIyph
Archaeological Institute of America, San Diego
rfeIfows@abaccorn
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Western NSW Archaeology Pro,orit m
The Western NSW Archaeology Program (alias WNSWAP) has shifted its Australian
base to Macquarie University in Sydney, with field work at the Fowlers Gap Arid Zone
Research Station north of Broken Hill in western NSW. We are actively seeking
"expressions of interest" from suitably qualified students to undertake postgraduate
research on projects combining archaeolo~y(Aboriginal stone artefjcts),
geomorphology, GIS andtor cultural resource management.
For further information, please visit our web site at
lzllp:/iiv ,v w.gse. mq. e h . ulvi.c..searc/~~wn.r~vup!
or crnaif:

pfanning@gse.mq.edu.au or sj.holdaway@auckland.ac.nz (Dr Simon Holdaway,
WNSWAP CO-director)
The GSE also offers postgraduate certificates, diplomas, and Masters by coursework in a
variety of environmental fields. See the GSE website for more details
http://ww w.gse.mq.edu.cm
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preddent
'of the Royal Flying Doctor Ser- !
-:vice,. Dr.Briv.,J+eeler, of Ad-. '
-::-A ,B,OULDER 'inarking the
. elaide, .-said:j "In.view of the
grave. of Royal,Flying Doctor
Prime Minister's'words in ParService founder thqReverend
3.6h.n Flynn will be reclaimed
. liament last week, w e see .it as .
part of the process of reconcili- ,
by two Aboriginal. groups
this
.
.
. .
-weekend.
ation.".
:-:
The Arrente and the Kaytetye
.'' "As f a r as the RFDS is con......
people of the Northern Terricerned we ,discussed it two to
tory.will take possession of the
three years ago - the council
boulder and return it to the
.- policy was that as long as it was
Devils Marbles - sacred rocks
handled sensitively it would be !
near Tennant Creek.
supported."
'
The large, round rock which
A rock Born a sacred site of
rests on the burial place of Mr
The Reverend John Flynn:
the Arrente people in t h e
Flynn at Mt Gillen, 51an west of
founded flying doctor.
. Macdonnell Ranges will replace
Alice Springs, is sacred to the
Kaytetye and Arrente people. m e m b e r s o f t h e Uniting the boulder- .
They claim it was stolen a l ~ o s t Church, and half the RFDS natA ceremony will be held at the
50 years ago.
ional council.
grave on Saturday and senior
The reclamation corn& after
The Uniting Church - which Uniting Church representatives 1
long negotiations between the had concerns about the inter- wiU rededicate the grave.
groups, the Central Land Coun- ference with Mr Flynn's grave The site is visited by more
cil, Uniting Church and the NT has now publicly sanctioned the than
80,000 tourists annually. I
Government.
move.
Mr m died in 1951 affer I
The Church said yesterday it
The removal of the rock was
originally opposed by M r viewed the replacement of the establishing the RFDS and the
Flynn's descendants, some rock as a "signifScant act of Australian Inland Mission.
;c: .: ; By R&I&

Reporter
CATHERINE HOCKLEY
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1946 Excavation o f the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
The Archaeology Data Service is pleased to announce that the tirst instalment of the
digital archive from the 1996 excavation under the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden
can now be acccsscd on-line through Archscarch.
The archive has been made available by the excavators. the Museum of London
Archaeoloby Service (MOLAS), - http://~~v.molas.org.uk/indes.html
- through funding
provided by English Heritage as part of the Digital Archiving Pilot Project: Excavation
Records (DAPPER) I ~ l r p : ~W:W" .~~~rzg-I~.gov.
1~k~'~~r~t~~0~upro~~~~~/,v~,v1~1~1tr1~iry.v'/1~1r~19X
-Wcc235.5. tl/trz
Datascts currently available includc CiiS shapc illcs, databascs (as comma dclimitcd tcst)
and text liles(Word, HTML and plain text).

This project was the first major escavation undertaken within the area of the Middle
Saxon port of Lundenwic. Evidence for 63 rectangular timber buildings was recovered.
There was evidence for metalworking, boneworking and weaving on the site. Imports
included grey and black wares from Northern France and Flanders, Badorf ware from the
Rhineland and Mayen-Niedermendig quernstones. A lot of information about the diet
of 'Londoners' in this period was also recovered.

-

The archive can be accessed from ArchSearch catalogue
http:Nads.ahds.ac.uMcatalogue/ - try a keyword search on 'Royal Opera House' and look
for the link in Resource details for records referencing the 1996 excavation. We have
also added a new menu button, 'Project Archives', to those on the left of the Archsearch
screen. Click on this and follow the links to the archive.

'%F

.
Museum?..
rejects return

LONDON: T h e British Museum had blocked a plan t o
return the Elgin Marbles to
Athens, the Culture Ministry
said yesterday.
Under the proposal, being considered by the ministry, the
British Museum would open a
satellite' branch in Athens, in
which the Weze would be housed.
The compromise would overcome the main stumbling-block
in the dispute between London
and Athens over the antiquities
- Britain's insistence that it retain ownership.
A spokesman for the ministry
said it was a "serious idea" but
the British Museum had made
clear it did not support the move,
which would require an Act of
Parliament.
"The idea as far as we are
concerned is a non-starter. We
are not constituted to have out-

ANCIENT TREASURE: A section
of the Elgin Marbles. .
posts," a spokesman for the
British Museum said.
The plan was put forward in
May by -former British Labour
Euro-MP Mr ALP Lomas.
Britain's Lord Elgin removed
the marble fkieze from the Parthenon in Athens in 1806 - defacing
one of Greece's most famous
landmarks - after he acquired it
from occupying Ottoman authorities. It has been in the British
Museum in London since then,
and successive British governments have rejected Greek requests for its return.
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Special Issue of Australian Archaeology
A Special Issue of Australian Archaeology is forthcoming. "Archaeolo~yin the New
Millennium: the Past, Present and Future of Australian Archaeology" will commemorate
the 50th issue of AA (June 2000). The first issue of AA was published in 1974. Since
then, two issues have been produced each year with the exception of 1974, 1975 and
1979.
Articles in this special issue will address the diversity of archaeology as practiced in
Australia. Areas that we anticipate will be represented include Archaeometry,
Bioarchaeology, Cultural Heritage Management, Classical and Near-Eastem
Archaeology, Environmental Archaeology, Historical Archaeology, Indigenous
Archaeoloby, Maritime Archaeoloby, and Women in Archaeology. Papers will provide a
general overview of the historical development of various areas of Archaeology in
Australia in addition to addressing current practice and future directions.
Relationships between developments in archaeological theory and method in Australia,
Europe, North America and other world areas will also be addressed.
The Editors are soliciting submissions from those involved with the foundation of
different aspects of Australian archaeology in addition to seeking input from early career
archaeologists. Suggestions regarding the content for this Special Issue or offers of
potential contributions should be sent to the Editors. As Claire Smith is in the field until
10th October, please address correspondence to Donald Pate via email
(donald.pate@flinders.edu.au).
The Editors have already approached some individuals in relation to potential
contributions.

,

.

The deadline for receipt of manuscripts for the Special Issue is 15th January 2000.
Donald Pate for the Editors.

, Dr Donald Pate ABJ3S AM,PhD
Associate Professor, Archaeology
Dean of Studies, School of Humanities
Editor, Australian Archaeology
Department of Archaeology
Flinders University
GPO Box 2 100
Adelaide, SA 500 1
AUSTRALIA
phone: 08-820 1-2067 (direct)
08-8201-2385 (secretary)
FAX 08-820 1-3845

The Far.Side G:-,,,;,L

Well, I learned one thing ... This works $ood
on clothes,
but
.
. don't tty.-it on your dog."
G
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'First Americans were Australian'
Thursday, August 26,1999 Published at 1239 GMT l6:39 UK
The first Americans were descended from Australian aborigines, according to evidence
in a new BBC documentary.
The programme, Ancient Voices, shows that the dimensions of prehistoric
skulls found in Brazil match those of the aboriginal peoples of Australia and Americans
were later massacred by invaders from Asia.
Until now, native Americans were believed to have descended fiom Asian ancestors who
arrived over a land bridge between Siberia and Alaska and then migrated across the
whole of north and south America. The land bridge was formed 1 1,000 years ago during
the ice age, when sea level dropped.
However, the new evidence shows that these people did not amve in an empty
wilderness. Stone tools and charcoal from the site in Brazil show evidence of human
habitation as long ago as 50,000 years.
The site is at Serra Da Capivara in remote northeast Brazil. This area is now inhabited
by the descendants of European settlers and Afiican slaves who arrived just 500 years
ago.
But cave paintings found here provided the first clue to the existence of a much older
people.
Images of giant armadillos, which died out before the last ice age, show the artists who
drew them lived before even the natives who greeted the Europeans.
These Asian people have facial features described as mongoloid However, skulls dug
from a depth equivalent to 9,000 to 12,000 years ago are very different.
Walter Neves, an archaeologist from the University of Sao Paolo, has taken extensive
skull measurements from dozens of skulls, including the oldest, a young woman who has
been named Lucia.
"The measurements show that Lucia was anything but mongoloid," he says.
The next step was to reconstruct a face from Lucia's skull. First, a CAT scan of the skull
was done, to allow an accurate working model to be made.
Then a forensic artist, Richard Neave fiom the University of Manchester, UK, created a
face for Lucia. The result was surprising: "It has all the features of a negroid face," says
Dr Neave.
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The skull dimensions and facial features match most closely the native people of
Australia and Melanesia. These people date back to about 60,000 years, and
were themselves descended from the first humans, who left Africa about 100,000
years ago.
But how could the early Australians have travelled more than 13,500 kilometres
(8,450 miles) at that time? The answer comes from more cave paintings, this time fiom
the Kimberley, a region at the northern tip of Western Australia.
Here, Graharne Walsh, an expert on Australian rock art, found the oldest painting of a
boat anywhere in the world. The style of the art means it is at least 17,000 years old, but
it could be up to 50,000 years old.
And the crucial detail is the high prow of the boat. This would have been unnecessary for
boats used in calm, inland waters. The design suggests it was used on the open ocean.
Fantastic voyage
Archaeologists speculate that such an incredible sea voyage, fiom Australia to Brazil,
would not have been undertaken knowingly but by accident.

Just three years ago, five African fishermen were caught in a storm and a few weeks later
were washed up on the shores of South America. Two of the fishermen died, but three
made it alive.
But if the first Americans had drifted from Australia, where are their descendants now?
Again, the skulls suggest an answer.
The shape of the skulls changes between 9,000 and 7,000 years ago from being
exclusively negroid to exclusively mongoloid. Combined with rock art evidence of
increasing violence at this time, it appears that the mongoloid people from the north
invaded and wiped out the original Americans.
\

The only evidence of any survivors comes from Terra del Fuego, the islands at the
remotest southern tip of South America.
The pre-European Fuegeans, who lived stone age-style lives until this century, show
hybrid skull features which could have resulted from intermarrying between mongoloid
and negroid peoples. Their rituals and traditions also bear some resemblance to the
ancient rock art in Brazil.
The identity of the first Americans is an emotive and controversial question. But the
evidence from Brazil, and a handful of people who still live at the very tip of South
America, suggests that the Americas have been home to a greater diversity of humans
than previously thought - and for much longer.
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Egyptians rejoice m e r
untouched mummy
7
A-ir.
fin$

1Lbfi4

P.G

UAI-IRIYA OASIS, Egypt
lhosc: or c:arlicr I.:gyptians but.
(Reutcrs): Archaeologists said
small tlcpic.lior,s of Anubis, the
this week they had found some
god of de;lth. indicated a f a ~ c i 105 ~nummiesof high-ranking
nation with Egyptian religion.
Iioman
Egyplians,
many
"Thc Romans wc!rcl clearly in
wearing gold musks, in the insignia would suggest high awe of the E ~ ~ y l ~ t ila~nusitt was
LVwtcrn Dcscrt.
political status," archaeologist the Clreks who I ~ c ~ aton imi-.
Znhi Hawass, director uf the Mohnmed Aiyadi said.
talc their cullu~q"said Kent
Gizn plnt~au,s;~id
the mummies,
He said a trove of items Weeks, an E~?/ptologistat the,
buried more than 2,000 years including pottery, copper, jew- American University in Cairn.
NO, weir found in April in four clry and funerary accessories
"This is clearly sccn (m mum-.
tombs in the town oE Bawiti in found beside the mummies was mics oE the pcliod and thc
Baha~iya oasis, 400 km (250 being examined to date the extent of i~ncient Egyljtian,
miles) southwest of Cairo.
mummies more pl~cisely.
motifs found on them."
Hawass said the tombs, pni-t
"We did find Greek coins but
I%c most well-p~eservetl
of a vast nccmpolis found in this was because the Romans in mummics found in Bawiti;
1993 after a donkey sturnblcd Bahriya continued to use C m k including a female mummy'
into it, belonged to families of coinsuntilnewRomanonescame with gold-plated breasts, have:
high officials of the Roman from Alexandria,"Aiyadi said. been transfcrwd to a museum
pc~iod(30 BC to A D 395).
Aiyadi said the site became a nearby. More fragile specimens
"This is only a small portion cemetery under 26th dynasty have becn left in place and;
of what we expect to find in the ruler Ankkaenre, who ruled archaeologists .say they plan to.
arca. There could be up to from 526 to 525 BC, but at least: cover them with glass cages. .
10,000 mummies lying next to two-thirds of the finds in the
Not much is known about
these tombs,"Hawass said.
area were from the Roman era. Bahriya oasis until a ' town
The mummies, inside porce"The Romans preferred to be developed there in the sixth'
lain caskets or canvas wrappings, . buried next to historic and reli- . centuryBC.Itspopula1iongrew
had lain untouched by tomb rob- gious
sites, of. previous under Greek rule. Alexander
bers even though they were f o y d Egyptians, rather than estab- the Great built a temple there
in an area where villagers col- lish a new site,"Aiyadi said.
after he entered Egypt in 332
lected stone for building.
No
intricate
paintings BC, but the town's heyday was
"This is a reallyx-are find. We adorned the tomb walls likk in Roman times.
...
have been working around this . .
.
.
site for y e a 6 but this.is the first
time we have found such a lsige'
number of m u m m i e s , ~ a w a s s .
said on Sunday. . . . . . . . .
. . ....
Packed tightly in smaU caves
carved into rock, the'mummies
still bore colorful scenes paintThe.
Side
cd by mortuary artists.
t
One "mask showed people
DAMASCUS
bearing offerings to ancient
Egyptian gods. Another had a
. .
team. discovered a neolithic
crown with t h e . insignia of
village dating back 11,000
Horus, the principal deity of .
years on a site in northeastern.
..::;.. .,;I: : I ; , , living rulers:.i
Syria .soon to -.be;flooded.
;I'.We'didn'tfindany n&es or
by a dam, archaeologists an-'
titles; of iihe. deceasekkut: the,
nounced on Monday. -. .
amount~~~'oY-~:gold~
.and r...myal .
"Several villages have been
. . .- .. .. ....
. . . . . . . . . . :. .. . .......
... . .-:. .;
found, one on top. of the
other. They contain not only
dwellings, but, for the first
time; large buildings for
communal use," said Danielle
Stordeur, head of the m n c h
tcam.
These buildings Were "cornrnunal granaries and meeting
places for social and perhaps
religious purposes", she said.
The houses are in an excellent state of preservation.
The oldest are round, and the
more recent ones rectangular,
(h*,
Stordeur said, explaining that
the oldest known houses in the
world date back to 12,000 BC
and were round. The team also
found what appeared to be
'
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Table Mountain
to become
.

BOBBY JORDAN

'

-.

.

TABLE Mountain is almost certain to be
declared a World Heritage Site -thereby protecting it from future property development -the director of the United
Nations World Heritage Centre, Bernd
von Droste, said this week.
World Heritage Site status would
place severe restrictions on develop
ment in the mountain area -and could
put an end to the controversial
Oudekraal development plan should
that area be included in the newly proclaimed Peninsula National Park.
Von Droste, who attended a World Archaeology Congress at UCT this week,
said Table Mountain was a prime candidate for Heritage Site status and he
was surprised it had not been included
on South Africa's short-list of three Heritage Site nominations submitted last
year.
"I was quite astonished that Table
Mountain was not the very first nomination," Von Droste said.
"I guess it is more problematic than
other nominations because it is s o close
to a rapidly expanding popttlation. The
potential for conflict is big."
Nevertheless he felt certain the mountain would be included in a second
round of nominations once the first
three had been properly assessed.
A successful nomination would place
great international pressure on Cape
Town landowner Kasper Wiehahn to
abandon his development plan for a
large slice of his Oudekraal property which currently lies outside the Peninsula National Park.
World Heritage status would mean
mounting pressure for Wiehahn's p r o p
erty to be included in the park.
'The Cape Province is a must to be
protected. There's no doubt about the
quality of the site. It's more a question of
~ a i t i n gfor the right time for nomina!on," Von Droste said.
The first three SA Heritage Site nom'nations were the St Lucia Wetland Park
IKwaZuiu-Natal,the Sterkfonteincaves
.orth of Johannesburg and Robben
land.

Von Drostesaid that to nominate both
Robben Island and Table Mountain both Western Cape sites - may have
been deemed politically incorrect.
A larger "tentative" list of potential
South African sites had also been s u b
mitted to Unesco, he said. Each nomination would be inspected by officials
and a final decision would be made in
December.
According to Makgolo Makgolo, national co-ordinator for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention,
Table Mountain has already been selected as a potential site by the South
African World Heritage Convention
Committee which convened in March.
"An application for the Peninsula National Park is being prepared at the moment. I think it is likely t o be submitted
this year," Makgolo said, adding that the
only reason it was not included in last
year's lists for Unesco was because it
was a "natural site" and not a cultural
heritage site like Robben Island.
Each submission for heritage status
had to include a detailed management
plan indicating all potential develop
ments.
"If some of the developments in a
management plan are not acceptable t o
the (World Heritage) committee they
would tell us immediately," Makgolo
said.
Environmental sources said this week
that previous public inquiries into the
future of the mountain had recommended that undeveloped parts of the
Oudekraal site be incorporated into the
Peninsula National Park.
"If it gets included then it will get the
protection it deserves," said Cecilia Assad of the Save the Mountain Campaign.
"If World Heritage status comes
through then it will put a hold on everything. It will dictate what developers
can and cannot do."
She said environmentalists were still
eagerly awaiting a Table Mountain management plan from the National Parks
Board.
\
'That's going t o be very important.
It's what we've been waking ior but they
haven't come forward with icyet," Assad
said.
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Ancient
Rome
adds to wreck

I

,

CONFIDENT: Leader Paul Hundley, second

right, with some of the search team yesterday.
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By GABRIELE PlLERl

in Rome
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ARCHAE0.LOGISTS have
unearthed 'four tombs in central Rome dating from.the 9th
century BC, suggesting t h e
Eternal City could b e more
than a century older than previously thought.
"The tombs could belong to a
settlement and this would,imply
a new revision of the presumed
date of the foundation of Rome,"
Silvana Rizzi, director of the successful dig, said yesterday.
"We should go back a t least a
century."
Legend has' i i that Rome was
founded in 753BC by Romulus.
He and his twin brother,
Remus, were said to have been
cast into the River Tiber as infants and washed up at the foot
of the Palatine hill.
There a she-wolf found' and
nursed the infants. As Roman
historians and poets told it, the
twins, sons of the god Mars,
vowed to found a town where
they had grown up and returned
to the Palatine in 753 after studying the omens.
"Who would have thought that
there was a settlement at our feet

. 3cC

Divers optimistic
isCaptain
,

.

. . .::...

. .- .-.'. ...,. ... ..

.

.-:.

that predates the historic found- .ing of the city," mayor Francesco f
Rutelli said after the tombs were
uncovered in Caesar's Forum, a
stone's throw from the ancient',
Coliseum.
Julius Caesar, who began the
establishment of the Roman Empire, built his forum at lavish
expense with cash gained in the
conquest of Gaul. The forum,
adjacent to the old Imperial Forum, is closed to visitors.
Only about two-thirds of it has
been uncovered; the rest lies beneath a main road called the Via
dei Fori Imperiali.
MS Riizi said archaeologists
had found the four tombs and a
well in an area of the forum
previously covered by asphalt.
They began the dig in that part
of the forum only about 10 days
ago, finding round tombs complete with funerary urns.
"The find provides evidence
that when Julius Caesar wanted
to build his forum, he obliterated
everything that was there before," MS Rizzi said.
Rome, transformed into a colossal building site to prepare for
the Holy Year millennium celebrations in 2000, is a vast repository of archaeological treasures.

/

.

Captain Cook 'explored
the east coast of Australia.
&%ertwo short dives
yesterday, the Australians emerged quietly
confident they were
close to h d i n g .what
they described as the
"holy grail" of wrecks.
The dives focused on
an area 15m X 18m,
about 40m from the
shore, near a disused
naval pier on Narragansett Bay, north of
Newport.
~esearcheiiwith the
Rhode bland Marine
~rchaeolsgyProject be-

.Hundley, curator of the
USA .:.Gallery a t t h e
-Australian 'National
Maritime ' Museum in
Sydney, '. said it would
take at least four weeks
before such a statement
could be made.
"We had a really good
day today," he said. .:';
Mr Hundley said, his
f i r s t priority was
detennlning which end
was the bow and which
was the stem. .
'.
But there was enough
timber buried in about I
2m of silt and mud to
:&ant
consideration !.
Gr at least p& of the 1
wreck to be raised.
'

I
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us and meal what was worked and in what manner.
We can then discuss the decisions, actions, products
and perhaps, the intentions of the worker.

Reading Hammers
James Knight
'Jolimont', Black Mountain, NSW
2365, (jknight@metz.une.edu.au)

The creation of flakes
The fundioning of the hammer and its effeds on the
flakes can be best understood by looking at the impact
which generates the crack front which cuts the flake off
the core.

Introduction
The study of knapped stone is usually dealing, not with
the desired end product, but with the discarded, the
failures, the used tools and the lost. The stone artefact
collectors since the 1920's also complicate the picture
by removing all the 'formal tool types' or 'Pretties'
from around Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. We
must now read a pillaged landscape, as we rarely see
the pretties outside the museum. However, with the
appropriate experimental stoneworking experience,
these fragments both on the landscape and in the
museum can be read quite easily as a text. The
following is my current understanding of the
hammerstones on the Fleurieu Peninsula.

Ring Crack

Knapping is a two hand process. The non -dominant
hand holds the core, either resting the cores' ridges in
the bends of the fingers, so that the flakes are
cushioned and do not move as they come o@ . One
can choose to let the flakes fly free, this creates a more
diffuse scatterz.

The hammer is held in thedominant hand, pivoting
from the wrist for light blows, eIbow for stronger
blows, and shoulder for even heavier blows.
The hammer is swung with just the right amount of
force, describing an arc into which the non- dominant
hand solidly and surely places the core at the correct
angle so as to cut off the pre-planned flake.
After the hammer impact, the stoneworker assesses
sound, feel 1 shock and finally looks at the result. Like
a sweet spot in a tennis racquet, the sound of a well
shaped flake is distinctive and pleasing, confirming the
results before the hammer has finished its swing.
Reading the shapes and features on the hammer, core,
the flakes, anvil, debitage, fiagments and shatter allows
us to draw a story out of the fiagments of rock before

(

-

The knapping system

The thumb presses the core securely into the fingers,
allowing the core to recoil when struck, but not
allowing the core to jump out of the hand

I
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Showing that the hcture which cuts the lhhstarts m iimn the nnjcrack. After Figure 1, Conerell and Kamminga 1987.

.

Cotterell and Kamminga describe the creation of flakes
in great detail3, but in brief, the impact of the hammer
creates stresses which rapidly fail as a conical ring
crack A second fracture then initiates a small distance
in from the ring crack This second fntcture,which
actually cuts the flake off the core, could be called a
Flake Creating Crack Front (FCCF)4.
The best results in stoneworking are gained by using a
hammer which abrades in uses because the hi# point
(the point which first hits the core) crumbles6 as it
impacts the core.
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In order to use this process to pare down mks and
make useful flakes, the worker must match the hammer
and the force used with the properties, shape, variations
and idiosyncrasies of the core.

Hammers and their interaction with the core
during knapping
A11 hammers have multiple high points. It is the skill
of the worker which determines which high point and
how many high points are in play at each strike7. Each
time a hammerstone strikes a core, the impact crumbles
a small part of the hammer.
One can see that the high point has been crumbled
because one can see hammer coloured dust crushed
onto the ring crack of freshly produced flakes, onto the
striking platform of the core after an unsuccessful
strike, and by the absence of the high point and the
presence instead of powder on the hammer.
Initialiy this damage on the hammer is individual
crumbled pits, one from each impact. Over time and
with more use, the area of 'Pitted Hammer Damage's
becomes more pronounced and flatter, at which point I
call it a 'Pitted Hammer Facet'g.
A number of sources report that stoneworking
hammers are used for many other functions apart from
lcnappinglo. Whilst recognising that hammers can
acquire residues and suffer use damage in these roles, I
have nevertheless found that most precontact hammers
I have seen have had the majority of the readable
damage traces11 createdby knapping.
However, the slow, gentle crumbling of hammer
accompaniedby the development of facets, the ideal
process, does not always happen. If the hammer is too
soft, the hammer suffers damage, but the core does not
fi-acture. If the hammer is too hard and brittle, the
hammer may itself flake. If the hammerstone is too
hard, but not so brittle as to fracture itself, much shock
is transmitted into the core12creating bulbs larger than
were predicted before the blow, uneven travel of crack
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frontsl3 and 'Split Cones'. All three e f l i i damage the
core shape and interfere with the worker's intentions'*.
While this paper presents my own view that damage to
hammers and flakes is the last thing a stoneworker
wants, ethnographicls and nr~haeological'~
examples
remind us that people sometimes accepted a high
degree of damage, rather than go to the effort of
importing hommerstones.
Reading hardness o f the hammer by the 'Split
Cones' o r 'Split Flakes'".
Crnbtree noted that the hammer must be softer than the
materinl being worked for silcrete, chert, flint and
similar rocks and that they are a delicate b a l m
between being too hard or too soft for each core. Many
Australian raw materials, like some quartz, quartzite,
basalt and rhyolite are more resilient and less prone to
damage, and can produce useful and predictable flakes
with a wide range of hammer hardnessl8.
It seems thnt the high point does not usually contact the
core because the FCCF develops some distance in
from the impact point. It seems likely thnt the
crumbled dust (composed of the former high point)
cushions the transfer of energy from the hammer to the
core, allowing the ring crack to form md the FCCF to
initiate away from the ring crack.

As the hammer gets increasingly hard relative to that
core, or as the amount of fbrce is increasedlgthe amount
of force delivered into the ring crack increises.

If the crumbling of the hammer is insufficient to
cushion the shock of the hammer striking the core,
more than just a ring crack is created, a crack front may
open up in the middle of the ring crack This
unplanned crack front usually splits the flake in half
and l call it a Split Cone Crack Front (SCCP). If the
SCCF initiates after the FCCF has passed, a Simple
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Split will bc caused, the fracture running down the
middle of the flake, the h c t u r e surface exhibiting a
flattened conchoidd kacture. This fracture splits the
flake in half, leaving right angled edges, which caused
M. Siret to S& them as burins.

I

If the FCCF and the SCCF travel together, the SCCF
causes the FCCF to rise toward the core face surface
after exiting the bulb, the FCCF can then split, each
separate crack h t then diving deeper into the core
and ofkm diverging. The rise afta the bulb is the worst
result of SCCFs. They raise the angle of the core face
relative to the platform and in this sense are like step
fractures.
This is inimical to the planned removal of flakes which
both shape the core and have uses in themselves. Since
split cone kactures are not universal in the
archaeological record, it is clear that stoneworkers in
the past understood the need to match hammer and
core.
If there are no 'Split Cones' in the debitage, the worker
was using the correct hanuner with the correct force. If
there is one or only a few 'Split Cones' at the
beginning of the refit set, and the later reduction has
smaller bulbs and no shock damage, one can suggest
that the worker changed to a sotter hammer. If there
are no 'Split Cones', and some hammer damage flakes
are present, the hmnmer was too soft and itself

fractured.

Reading hardness of the hammer by fractures of
the hammer.
When the hammer is too soft for that core, the high
point of the hammer kactures rather than cmbles.
This can produce a range of damage types, fiom more
dust than usual, through hammer damage flakes of
various sizes21 to,in extreme cases, splitting the
hammer in half. The force runs directly along the axis
of the impact, snapping levereffect hammer9
-- and
splitting end-on hammers down their lengthzJ.
I

Unsplit
Flake

Simple
Split

Enewn
Split

The cra~tionof a 'Split C a d or 'Simt Break'
Sidc new

Fnmt view

The higher the force, the sooner the high point hits the
core. If the hammer is extremely hard, the SCCF may
coincide with the FCCF and may interfere with its
travel, creating an Uneven Split

Lesser failures creak flakesoff the side of the hammer.

8, ,Q Q
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A series of throc ihnmer damage flakes, showing the one HDF
Creoles the conditions for further HDF's.

Hammer damage flakeszd initiate near the impact
point, exiting round on a round surfacc and oval on
oval. They ore a serious problem because the edges of
the flake scars serve as ridges and the intersections of
the 'ridge' md Pitted Hammer Facet serve as initiation
points for further hammer damage flak+. The
worker must not strike thcse new high points, or the
hammer will fracture. This usually prompts the worker
to stop using that area of the hammer.

Reading the marks of use on hammers:
The Pitted Hammer facet
The most distinctive part of a hammerstone is the
Pitted Hammer Damage created and shaped during
knapping by the accumulated crumbling of the high
point26.

As the hammer strikes the core, the high point is
crumbled, causing that area on the hammer to change
shape, so that it no longer presents a single known high
point. As each impact crumbles and destroys the high
point, the stoneworker perceives that the high point and
the balance of the hammer
are constantly shifting. One must find a new
high point each sbikez7.
One can use adjacent rock m the hammer,
moving across, the crumbling expanding the
flat area of the damage and eventually creating
a facet. One can rotate the hammer within the
hand, extending the damage around the circumference.
The exact nature of the damage and later, the facet,
depends on the exact angles of impact delivered by that
hammer.
In hammers which have done little work28, the
crumbling damage is minimal. Further use leads to
increasing darnage29.
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Types of Pitted Hammer Facet
The Pitted Hammer Facet is created by a palimpsesP
of strikes which are recorded on the hammer as
impacts. By reading back to the working position in
which the strikes were delivered, one can talk about the
tasks the hammer was doing. Specific work positions
create specific facets. Generalised knapping, with
strikes delivered at many angles, cuts a generalised
facet.
The archaeological record demonstrates that many
hammers were only discarded when they could function
no more. They usually show highly developed Pittcd
Hammer Facets and might be described as 'Crumbled
Out.31.
These easily recognisable and repeated shapes are a
'discard' Type, because the creation of the fully
developed pitted hammer facet coincides with the
sudden inability of the hammer to bite into the core and
create flakes".
Well known shapes of hammas take some years and
hundreds of cores to assume their shape in an
experimental context33. They arejealously guarded by
their owners, as a good hammer is a rare and valuable
thingMany hammers are not ideal, sometimes cores and
blocks were used as hammers or anvils, about 10% of
Cooper's cores in the South Australian Museum stores
carry traces of such use.

If the hammer itself has broken there may be a complex
pattern of Hammer Damage Flakesa, either over
pitting or by themselves. Sometimes hammers are
knapped for their raw material or dixarded 'knapped
out' over 'crumbled' out' indicating to me that these
hammers are rare and hard to replac#.

Reading the marks of use on hammers:
Generalised knapping facets
A generalised working pattern delivers blows fiom a
range of angles, which crumble a flat or slightly curved
or flat facet all around the hammer%. General purpose
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hammer discard shapes orbit around the round or ovnl
'hockey puck'37, shape with a straight flat facet all
around (Facet Type B). Most have anvil pits or
'finger grips' on both faces.

Generalised Knopping Focet
Generalised happing hummer:, disc shape
'Hockcy Puck' shopc with an anvil pit on each facc
General purpose a m p tool

Focct Type A on a Qunrtering Hammer
In-line fbrcc ficd
Brealjng n ~ into
h core blanks

E
J

A

Facct Type A on a smnll hammer for backing flakes.
In-line force fnca
Hammer for Backing flakes and blndelets
Facct Type B (Unbiased)
Generalised Knapping Facet, elongate disc
Generalised bapping hnn~mcr:'
'Double Hockcy Puck' s h o p with two anvil pits on each foce
General purpose camp tool

If the worker favours the centre of the facet, a hollow
can be dug in the edge (Facet Type F).

Hollowed iiat facet
Using middle of the fncet wcr a generalised &et
Generalised knapping hammm, disc shape
'Hockey Puck' shape with an anvil pit on each faee
Generalised happing hammcr with Hollowed k t
G e n d purpose camp tool, with overlny o f a particular adon

Reading the marks of use on hammers:
In Line Force

In line flaking, where the mass of the hammer is
directly behind the impact poinf-is useful to give the
hammer more force. The facet is cut completely flat as
the hammer squashes it against the core. Facet Type A
or Cut-Off-Flat is recorded on both quartering
hammers (80 mm) and backing hammers (25 mm), the
same action used for different tasks38.

Reading the marks o f use on hammers:
Carefbl work knapping facets
There are signs of more careful work on some hammer
facets. These are precisely located on the hammer, are
o h the only damage on the hammer and were formed
by blows with close tolerances. On the Fleurieu
Peninsula these hammers are usually 30-60 mm in
length.
These hammers work best with a well prepared core,
with heavily abraded edges and are useful for making
thin blades, bladelets and flakes.

Often they have linear striation5 on their faces. This is
the damage suffered by the hammer while abrading the
platform edge, an essential precursor to careful
knapping. It is usually done by brushing the platform
edge with the face of the hammer, the movement
travelling down the length of the hammer.
Knapping for flakes by brushing the hammer past the
core at 900 leaves a neat facet. This action usually
takes place at about 900, but if the worker biases the
action, we can see it.
Cobble hammers can be swung past the core, using the
natural contour of the cobble as the high point (Facet
Type C (Unbiased)). This is used for fine work on well
prepared cores. Eventually the well developed
Hammer Damage Facets can be confused with ground
edge tools.
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They are found as c 6 1 flake making hammers on
oval wbbles 30 mm to 60 mm and on elongated 25
mm bladelet making hammers.

m c

Facet Typc C (Unbiased)
V-in Section Facet (Unbiad)
Flake, bledc or blndelct hammcr

b

The action which creates Facet Type D

C

Facet Typc C (Unbiased)
V-in Section Facets (Unbiased)
Blndclet or nnvil rest bladelet hammer

a

Facct Type D (Unbinsed)
V-in-Plan Facet (Unbiased)
Cnrcful work hummer on well prcp&cd core

Because brushing the hammer past the wre at an angle
records part of the hammer's arc, this working position
often records bias. I call these 'Biased V-in-Plan
Facets' (Biased Facet Type D) or 'slide-off-the-edge'
facets.

The &which k
Fnat Typc C (Unbiased)
V-in Section Facets ( U n b i d )
Carchl wrk hammer on well prepend cod9

\

Brushing the hammer past the core at 900, but using
the edge of the hammer to 'bite into' core (which cuts
Facet Type D)is a similar action to that which cuts
Facet Type C,but as a diflierent part of the hammer is
presented to the core, damage accumulates in different
places. I use the edge of the end, creating Facet Type
D, to 'bite into' the core, particularly if I want to cut off
a problem and therefore need to strike deeper into the
platform to cut a thicker flake.

G3

Biased Facct tvDe D
'Biased V-iwPlan' or 'sti&t~-thacdge' fncet
Carelid work hammers on prepwed cam

Other working marks on hammers:
Bipolar

Most hammers have also been used as anvils for the
squashing of small pieces of stone40 by the Anvil
(Bipolar) techniqdl. Damage on an anvil generally
starts as linear crumbled marks42, enlarging with
further work into patches of pitted anvil damage3 and
eventually into an anvil pitu dug into the face of the
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anvil45. The shape of the anvil's flat faces determines
whether a single or double anvil pit is d u e . The
Hammer usually takes the damage on the edge, cutting
a pit47 into the crumbled 'Pitted hammer damage' of
the f d 8 .

I
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and prepare its platforms, this cuts a linear muk into
the hammer, rarely along its length

Conclusion

~cneralisedKnapping Facet
Generalised hopping hnmmer. '
Double Hockey Puck' shape
Two anvil pits on each face from use ay anvil.
Two anvil pits on each edge, h m use us hammer during anvilling.

There is an unusual shape of hammer at the extremes
of the range of the 'Sellicks Beach as oval cobble as
hammentone' distribution49. There are four long
facets, each with an anvil pit, turning it into a sort of
diamond shape. They show two behaviours: the
diamond shaped facet shows work where the hammer is
brushed past the core, but the core is immobile, so the
hammer is in contact with the core for longer, and so
the facet is cut longer and straighter than usual. The
anvil pits on the facets shows use as 'Bipolar
squashing' hamrnenm.

Q

In summary,our understanding of hammers has
changed since the last review of hammers in 1961. We
now talk about how hammerstones tell their party of
the story of the past, basing our conclusions on
experimental happing and the replication of these
hammer types and shapes, during experimental
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Facet (Type (B), Diamond in plnn
Generalised Baking &th much ~ i p & work
Four anvil pits on Edge over gendiscd hammer damage

Other working marks on hammers: Pressure
flaking
\

There are various marks associated with abrading and
shaping core edge.+. Abrading or scraping past the
core edge, or blunting a sharp point on the core, creates
linear striations on the part of the hammer used. One
can rub the edge of a pressure flake blank to blunten
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The discovery of tools

I

Poems by members of the Yankalilla Writers' Group.
Unearthly? by Joan Arnold
What on earth will they dig up in the next millennium
To show our life here and now, the daily tedium?
s our gods?
Marble columns? Gold artefacts? C a ~ n g of
No, just endless plastic everything among the odds and sods
Nylon carpet, polystyrene foam
Remnants of 1900's house and home
Archaeopteryx Theatrics by Rose Thomas

In the remote dark depths of antiquity
An antiquarian discovered a monstrosity,
An archaeopteryx he found
Many many metres under the ground.
This extinct genus was a quondam creature
Having wings, feathers, teeth and a tail as its features,
These material remains were gracile
A transition between bird and reptile.
What a great find for antiquarianism
This bird fiom the Jurassic millenarianism,
Here was the proof; it was evident
This vertebrate was an earthly resident.
So, what to do with this ancient specimen?
Lift it out carellly, for its bones to examine.
It's out! Let's toast with champagne ... but the bane,
Falling on it ... all that work down the drain!

